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36%

26%

38%

Status quo no longer as relevant

In 2001 82% of the UK population 
was urban by 2030 it is set to rise 
to 92%

The role of ‘place’ in today’s 
connected world

University/Hospital 
Campus

Urban

Out of town UKSPA members’ locations: 
5k businesses 
employing 86.5k



The 20th Century science park model was based on 
passive, defined geographies generating sector focused -
localised hot-spots of critical mass. Arguably based on 
Generation Y lifestyles

The 24/7 live-work-play aspirations of the digitally-
innate Generation Z entrepreneurs defines our future 
clients and drives the need to evolve 

Cultivating Gen Z appeal

Tech savvy - born 1980-2000 
fluent in web and mobile

Gen Y

Tech innate - born after 2000
fluent in mobile and social platforms, 
communicate via images - global reach 

and outlook with local ease

Gen Z 



Transient/kinetic workforce horizontally 

distributed talent - collaborative networks of contingent 
workers

Creative nomads more self-employment and 

micro-businesses with global reach

Collaborative communities of customers 
and suppliers driving crowd-trained decisions, 

problem solving and anticipation of need

Data as the value component in products and 

services 

Steve Jobs 

Doing business differently



Appropriate office space – in business friendly 

environment– for business friendly, read low taxes and grants

Appropriate labour force – a good supply of 

workers, measured in terms of population size,  as well as skill level 
(highly educated and a ‘strong university system’)

Strong transport links – including a link to an 

international airport

Strong digital infrastructure – fibre broadband 

and good mobile coverage from a number of providers

Cultural and quality of life offer – a diverse 

population with good recreational and educational amenities to help 
attract and retain staff

Amazon’s requirements for its next city-based HQSelecting a location to do business



Cities create economic potential -
but not equally

Large cities - stimulate more ideas but 
restrict connection and communication

Knowledge Quarters create visibility but 
must be developed so as not to limit 
serendipitous opportunities 

Urban innovation

(After Centre for Cities 2019)



Why connected communities work

Innovation occurs for many reasons including, greed, 
ambition, conviction, happenstance, acts of nature, 
mistakes and desperation. 

But, one force above all seems to facilitate the process 
- the easier its is to communicate, the faster change 
happens

James Burke



Knowledge Quarters are engine 
houses for city-based economic 
development 

They promote the clustering of 
talent driving innovation and 
creativity

Those orchestrating them  
maximise knowledge sharing –
the DNA of science parks

Knowledge Quarters – Innovation Districts



Intervention

Innovation ecology interventions need to 
be: 

• sustainable 

• additive 

• responsive 

• holistic 

Need to avoid a simple shift to a new 
factor as the next weakest link in the 
ecology that limits successful growth



The success of city knowledge 
economies depends a pyramid 
founded on citizens

On a ready supply of appropriate skills 
and expertise

A paucity of key skills will negatively 
impact the survival of the cluster (city) 

Intervening to address limitations

Innovations

Infrastructure

Social Capital

Innovators/Entrepreneurs

Skilled workforce

Equity funding



The opportunities created by the digital revolution are immense; but it is 
essential that the next generation is able to grasp the new employment 
opportunities that will be on offer

Digitally innate citizens cross social divides creating 
the basis for greater inclusivity

Provoking change and adoption



To broaden the scope and inclusivity of the innovation 
community 

To increase the local and regional socio-economic and 
cultural impact of the Campus through democratising 
digital opportunity

To diversify, support and aggregate innovation talent

Inclusive engagement in city economies



‘The traditional view of the world as a pie of a fixed size 
presupposes that there are only two kinds of resources in 
the world: raw materials and energy. But in truth there are 
three kinds of resources: raw materials, energy and 
knowledge. 

Raw materials and energy are exhaustible – the more you 
use, the less you have

Knowledge, in contrast, is a growing resource – the more 
you use, the more you have’

Yuval Noah Harari

Knowledge-driven sustainable economies

‘Homo Deus: A brief history of tomorrow’ 
2015 (ISBN: 9781784703936)



Proactive and catalytic 

Holistic

Provocatively engaged

Diverse and inclusive

Connected

Creating dynamic locations



Science parks centred on high-valued 
facilities will operate outside cities - but the 
innovation driving forces will be city-based

Giga-bit connectivity between out-of-city 
parks and city-based innovation ecologies will 
enable borderless access data outputs 

Thriving innovation districts driven by 
communities of interest will interpret and 
translate data and apply it to create  
commercial value

Innovation ecologies for the 2020s



Thank you for listening


